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Abstract. General movement assessment (GMA) of infant movement
videos (IMVs) is an effective method for the early detection of cerebral
palsy (CP) in infants. Automated body parsing is a crucial step towards
computer-aided GMA, in which infant body parts are segmented and
tracked over time for movement analysis. However, acquiring fully anno-
tated data for video-based body parsing is particularly expensive due to
the large number of frames in IMVs. In this paper, we propose a semi-
supervised body parsing model, termed SiamParseNet (SPN), to jointly
learn single frame body parsing and label propagation between frames
in a semi-supervised fashion. The Siamese-structured SPN consists of a
shared feature encoder, followed by two separate branches: one for intra-
frame body parts segmentation, and one for inter-frame label propaga-
tion. The two branches are trained jointly, taking pairs of frames from
the same videos as their input. An adaptive training process is proposed
that alternates training modes between using input pairs of only labeled
frames and using inputs of both labeled and unlabeled frames. During
testing, we employ a multi-source inference mechanism, where the final
result for a test frame is either obtained via the segmentation branch or
via propagation from a nearby key frame. We conduct extensive exper-
iments on a partially-labeled IMV dataset where SPN outperforms all
prior arts, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed method.
1 Introduction
Early detection of cerebral palsy (CP), a group of neurodevelopmental disorders
which permanently affect body movement and muscle coordination [17], enables
early rehabilitative interventions for high-risk infants. One effective CP detection
method is general movement assessment (GMA) [2], where qualified clinicians
observe the movement of infant body parts from captured videos and provide
evaluation scores. For computer-assisted GMA, accurate segmentation of infant
body parts is a crucial step. Among different sensing modalities [9,15], RGB
camera-based approaches [1,21] have numerous advantages, such as easy access
to the capturing device and better recording of spontaneous infant movements.
? These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Fig. 1: Comparison between different body parsing methods on IMVs.
Therefore, in this paper, we focus on parsing body parts in infant movement
videos (IMVs) captured by RGB cameras.
Parsing infant bodies in IMVs is closely related to the video object segmen-
tation task (VOS), which has been widely explored in natural scenes. However,
challenges arise when directly applying existing VOS methods to infant body
parsing, such as frequent occlusion among body parts due to infant movements.
Among current state-of-the-art methods, Lu et al. [14] introduced a CO-attention
Siamese Network (COSNet) to capture the global-occurrence consistency of pri-
mary objects among video frames for VOS. Ventura et al. [19] proposed a re-
current network RVOS to integrate spatial and temporal domains for VOS by
employing uni-directional convLSTMs [20]. Zhu et al. [22] proposed Deep Fea-
ture Flow to jointly learn image recognition and flow networks, which first runs
the convolutional sub-network on key frames and then propagates their deep fea-
ture maps to other frames via optical flow. Also using optical flow, in the medical
video field, Jin et al. [11] proposed MF-TAPNet for instrument segmentation in
minimally invasive surgery videos, which incorporates motion flow-based tempo-
ral prior with an attention pyramid network. Optical flow-based methods aim to
find point-to-point correspondences between frames and have achieved promising
results. However, for infant videos with frequent occlusions, it can be challenging
to locate corresponding points on occluded body parts. Moreover, few previous
methods have investigated the semi-supervised training setting. As the majority
of IMV frames are unlabeled due to the high cost of annotation, semi-supervised
methods have great potential in IMV body parsing and deserve further research.
In this paper, we aim to address the aforementioned challenges by proposing
SiamParseNet (SPN), a semi-supervised framework based on a siamese structure
[3] that automatically segments infant body parts in IMVs. The SPN consists of
one shared feature encoder ∆enc, one intra-frame body part segmentation branch
Γseg, and one inter-frame label propagation branch Γprop. Γprop is designed to
take into consideration multiple possible correspondences when calculating the
label probabilities for one point to mitigate the occlusion issue. To encourage
consistent outputs from Γseg and Γprop, we further introduce a consistency loss
between their outputs as a mutual regularization. During testing, we propose
a multi-source inference (MSI) scheme to further improve body parsing perfor-
mance. MSI splits the whole video into multiple short clips and selects a key
frame to represent each clip. Since propagations from key frames are often more
accurate, MSI utilizes the trained segmentation branch to generate results for
key frames and the trained propagation branch to generate results for other non-
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Fig. 2: The overall framework of SiamParseNet (SPN). Top: Semi-supervised
Training framework. Bottom: Multi-source Inference for generating test results.
key frames. Our proposed methods are validated on an IMV dataset [21] and
have shown noticeably better performances when compared with several other
state-of-the-art image/video segmentation methods [5,14,18,19]. An example of
comparing the result of SPN with other methods is shown in Fig. 1. We also
conduct various ablation studies to show the importance of our proposed joint
training, consistency loss, adaptive semi-supervised training process, and multi-
source inference. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt
towards solving the IMV infant body parsing problem under the semi-supervised
learning setting.
2 Methodology
Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of our proposed SiamParseNet (SPN). The
training of SPN takes as input a pair of frames from the same video, and the
inherent siamese structure of SPN enables its training with any pair of frames
regardless of the availability of annotation. The flexibility of the siamese struc-
ture of SPN significantly augments the number of available training examples
as well as maximizes the utilization of partially labeled data. More specifically,
we consider three different training modes according to the availability of labels
for a paired input: the fully supervised mode which takes as input a pair of
frames that are both annotated, the semi-supervised mode which has one frame
in the input pair annotated, and the unsupervised mode which takes a pair of
input frames that are both unannotated. During training, we adopt an adap-
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tive alternative training (AAT) process that relies more on the supervised mode
at the early stages and then gradually incorporate more semi-supervised and
unsupervised training at later stages. During testing, a multi-source inference
mechanism is utilized to achieve robust segmentation taking advantage of both
the trained segmentation branch Γseg and propagation branch Γprop. Next, we
explain the SPN semi-supervised training framework, the adaptive alternative
training process, and the multi-source inference procedure in more details.
2.1 Semi-supervised Learning
Given a pair of input frames xm and xn, we first employ the shared encoder ∆enc
to extract their visual feature maps fm and fn. We then feed this pair of feature
maps to branch Γseg and Γprop. Γseg further processes fm and fn as f
s
m and f
s
n
and generates segmentation probability maps osm and o
s
n with a segmentation
network. Γprop encodes fm and fn as f
p
m and f
p
n to calculate a similarity matrix
M in feature space. Using M , Γprop can generate the final segmentation maps o
p
n
and opm through different paths, depending on the availability of ground truth
labels for xm and xn.
Case 1: When both frames xm and xn are annotated with ground truth label
maps ym and yn, we have the fully supervised training mode. In this mode, Γprop
takes the ground truth segmentation map from one frame and propagates it to
another frame (solid line in Fig. 2). The overall loss lsup is calculated as:
lsup = l
m
s + l
n
s + l
m
p + l
n
p + λ (l
m
c + l
n
c ) , (1)
where all losses are cross-entropy losses between one-hot vectors. More specifi-
cally, lms and l
n
s are segmentation losses of Γseg between o
s
m and ym, o
s
n and yn,
respectively. lmp and l
n
p are losses of Γprop between o
p
m and ym, o
p
n and yn. The
consistency loss lc measures the degree of overlapping between outputs of the
two branches Γseg and Γprop, where λ is a scaling factor to ensure lc have roughly
the same magnitude as ls and lp.
Case 2: When none of the input frames are labeled, which is the unsupervised
training mode, Γprop propagates the segmentation map of one frame generated
by Γseg to another (dotted line in Fig. 2). More specifically, Γprop utilizes the
outputs of Γseg, o
s
m and o
s
n, and transforms them to obtain its probabilistic maps
op
′
n and o
p′
m. Since no ground truth label is available, the loss is calculated as the
consistency loss between the two branches:
lun = λ
(
lm
′
c + l
n′
c
)
. (2)
Case 3: If only one input frame is annotated, we have the semi-supervised
training mode. Without loss of generality, let us assume that ym is available and
yn is not. Then, Γprop propagates from Γseg’s output o
s
n instead of yn to generate
the probability map op
′
m, as the dotted line in Fig. 2 shows. We compute the losses
lm
′
p and l
m′
c , which measure the loss between o
p′
m and ym, o
p′
m and o
s
m, respectively.
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We also calculate lms and l
n
c , which measure the loss between o
s
m and ym, o
p
n and
osn, respectively. Thus, the overall loss is:
lsemi = l
m
s + l
m′
p + λ
(
lm
′
c + l
n
c
)
. (3)
As a general framework, SPN can employ various networks as its backbone.
Without loss of generality, we follow DeepLab [4,5] and choose the first three
blocks of ResNet101 [8] as encoder ∆enc. For branch Γseg, we employ the 4
th
block of ResNet101 to further extract features with the ASPP [4] module. Branch
Γprop also utilizes the 4
th block of ResNet101 for feature representation. Note
that the two branches do not share the same weights and the weights are updated
separately during training.
To propagate a given source segmentation map to a target frame, similar
to [10], we first calculate the cosine similarity matrix M of fpm and f
p
n as
Mij =
fpmi · fpnj
‖fpmi‖
∥∥fpnj∥∥ , (4)
where Mij is the affinity value between f
p
mi , point i in map f
p
m, and f
p
nj , point j
in map fpn. ‖·‖ indicates the L2 norm. Then, given the source segmentation map
yˆn (either ground truth yn or Γseg generated o
s
n), and the similarity matrix M ,
Γprop produces o
p
mi , point i in output map o
p
m as
opmi = softmax
(
1
K
∑
j∈Top(Mi,K)
Mij yˆnj
)
, (5)
where Top(Mi,K) contains the indices of the top K most similar scores in the
ith row of M . Since Γprop considers multiple correspondences for a point rather
than one-to-one point correspondences as in optical flow [11,16,22], SPN can
naturally better handle occlusions in IMVs than optical flow based methods.
2.2 Adaptive Alternative Training
As mentioned briefly in the beginning of Section 2, during the training of SPN,
we adopt an adaptive alternative training (AAT) process to alternatively use
different training modes to achieve optimal performance. Intuitively, SPN should
rely more on the supervised mode at early stages and then gradually incorporate
more semi-supervised and unsupervised training at later stages of training. To
dynamically adjust the proportion of different training modes, we propose AAT
to automatically sample training data among the three cases. Assume that the
probabilities of selecting case 1, case 2, and case 3 for any iteration/step of
training are p1, p2, and p3, respectively. Considering case 2 and case 3 both
involve utilizing unlabeled frames, we set p2 = p3 =
1−p1
2 . Thus we only need
to control the probability of choosing case 1 training and the other two cases
are automatically determined. For AAT, we use an annealing temperature t to
gradually reduce p1 as training continues, where p1 is computed as
p1 = max
(
1− (1− P1)
(
i
imax
)t
,P1
)
, (6)
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where i is the training step, P1 is the pre-defined lower bound probability of p1,
imax is the maximum number of steps of using AAT.
2.3 Multi-source Inference for Testing
To further mitigate the occlusion issue during testing, we exploit the capabilities
of both trained branches in SPN by a multi-source inference (MSI) mechanism,
as illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 2. While the propagation branch could
generate more desirable results than the segmentation branch, an appropriate
source frame needs to be chosen to alleviate the occlusion issue during prop-
agation. To this end, we propose to choose key frames as source frames for
propagation. For each testing IMV, we calculate the pixel differences between
consecutive frames. The differences are modeled by a Gaussian distribution, and
its α-th percentile is chosen as the threshold to sample a series of watershed
frames, whose pixel differences are higher than the threshold. We then segment
the video into multiple clips delimited by watershed frames, so that infant poses
and appearances are similar within the same clip. Then, we choose the middle
frame of each clip as the key frame for that clip. The intuition behind the choice
is that middle frames have the least cumulative temporal distance from other
frames [7] and thus can better represent the clip that it is in. During inference,
Γseg first segments the selected key frames to provide propagation sources. Then,
for other non-key frames within a clip, Γprop takes the corresponding key frame’s
segmentation output and propagates it to all other non-key frames in the clip.
By splitting a long video into short video clips and using key frames to provide
local context and source of propagation within each short clip, the proposed MSI
can effectively mitigate the occlusion problem in IMVs.
3 Experiments
We conduct extensive experiments on an IMV dataset collected from a GMA
platform [21]. 20 videos with infants’ ages ranging from 0 to 6 months are
recorded by either medical staff in hospitals or parents at home. The original
videos are very long and they are downsampled every 2 to 5 frames to remove
some redundant frames. All frames are resized to the resolution of 256 × 256
and some of the frames are annotated with five categories: background, head,
arm, torso, and leg. This challenging dataset covers large varieties of video con-
tent, including different infant poses, body appearance, diverse background, and
viewpoint changes. We randomly divide the dataset into 15 training videos and 5
testing videos, resulting in 1, 267 labeled frames and 21, 154 unlabeled frames in
the training set, and 333 labeled frames and 7, 246 unlabeled frames in the test-
ing set. We evaluate all methods with Dice coefficient on labeled testing frames.
We represent each pixel label in the segmentation map as a one-hot vector, where
background pixels are ignored when calculating Dice to focus on the body parts.
Dice scores of each labeled testing frame are averaged to get the final mean Dice.
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Methods Dice
U-Net [18] 46.12
DeepLab V3+ [5] 73.32
COSNet [14] 79.22
RVOS [19] 81.98
SPN w/o SSL 82.31
SPN 83.43
(a) Comparison between
SPN and current state-
of-the-art methods.
Methods Dice
Single-Γseg 71.82
SPN-Γseg 81.33
SPN w/o lc 81.38
SPN w/o SSL 82.31
SPN t = 1.4 82.88
SPN t = 0.9 82.79
SPN t = 0.4 83.43
(b) Ablation study of SPN.
Methods 0/15 8/15 10/15
SPN w/o SSL 82.31 77.83 72.93
SPN 83.43 80.50 78.56
Dice Gain 1.12 2.67 5.63
(c) SPN without and with
SSL trained using different
numbers of completely unla-
beled videos, out of the 15
training videos.
Table 1: Quantitative comparison of different methods.
3.1 Implementation Details
To accelerate training and reduce overfitting, similar to [4,5,14,19], we initialize
the network parameters using weights from DeepLab V3+ [5] pretrained on
the COCO dataset [13] for shared encoder ∆enc, segmentation branch Γseg and
propagation branch Γprop. For Γprop, we set K to be 20, after grid searching over
the values of K from 5 to 20 with interval 5. The scaling factor λ in Eq. 1 is set to
be 10−6. To build the training set for SPN that consists of pairs of frames from
the same videos, we collect input pairs for the three training modes separately.
For training case 1 (i.e., fully supervised mode), we take two randomly selected
labeled frames and repeat the operation until 10, 000 image pairs are selected
from 1, 267 labeled training frames, with 20, 000 images in total. For case 2 (i.e.,
unsupervised mode), we randomly select two unlabeled frames and repeat until
we have 10, 000 image pairs. For case 3 (i.e., semi-supervised mode), we randomly
choose one labeled frame and one unlabeled frame in the same video and repeat
until we have 10, 000 image pairs. Then, the sampling of training input pairs from
the built set follows Eq. 6, where we set P1 to be 1/3 and imax to be 20 epochs.
Unless otherwise specified, t is set to be 0.4 in all experiments. We use the SGD
optimizer with momentum 0.9. We set the initial learning rate to be 2.5× 10−4
and adopt the poly learning rate policy [4] with power of 0.9. The training batch
size is set to be 20. Traditional data augmentation techniques, such as color
jittering, rotation, flipping, are also applied. We terminate the training until the
pixel-level accuracy of both branches remains mostly unchanged for 2 epochs.
During inference, we set α in the key frame selection algorithm to be 0.98.
3.2 Result Analysis
We compare our proposed SPN with current state-of-the-art methods, including
single frame based U-Net [18] and DeepLab V3+ [5], and video based COS-
Net [14] and RVOS [19] in Fig. 1 and Table 1(a). For fair comparison, except U-
Net, all methods employ pretrained models from ImageNet [6] or COCO dataset
[13]. DenseCRF [12] is also adopted as post-processing for all methods. From
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Fig. 3: Qualitative comparison of ablation study.
Fig. 1, one can observe that SPN clearly handles occlusion better than other
methods and shows better qualitative results. As Table 1(a) shows, SPN with-
out semi-supervised learning (i.e., fully supervised mode only) and the full SPN
model with SSL have achieved substantially better quantitative performance
when compared with previous state-of-the-art methods.
To validate the effect of joint training of Γseg and Γprop, we compare two
variants of SPN under fully supervised training mode: [Single-Γseg] which is
trained using only segmentation branch and [SPN-Γseg] which is trained jointly
but only Γseg is used for all testing frames. Since Γprop is not available, multi-
source inference is not used during test. As Table 1(b) shows, compared with
[Single-Γseg], joint training of SPN greatly boosts the mean dice of Γseg by over
9%, which can be contributed to the siamese structure, the shared encoder, the
consistency loss, among others. To further validate the effect of the consistency
loss, we also compare two variants of the SPN model: [SPN w/o lc] which is
SPN trained without using consistency loss and SSL, and [SPN w/o SSL] which
is SPN trained with consistency loss but without SSL. For both variants, MSI
is used for testing. As shown in Table 1(b), [SPN w/o SSL] gives better mean
Dice than [SPN w/o lc], which demonstrates the usefulness of the consistency
loss, even in the fully supervised setting. In addition, by comparing the results
of [SPN-Γseg] and [SPN w/o SSL], one can see the effectiveness of MSI since the
only difference between those two models is the multi-source inference.
For full SPN model with SSL, we experiment with different values of the
annealing temperature t in AAT (Eq. 6). From Table 1(b), one can observe that
[SPN w/ SSL] outperforms all other variants including the one without SSL,
and the best model comes with t = 0.4, which we set as the default value in
all other experiments. Qualitatively, from Fig. 3, one can see that different from
other variants of SPN, our full SPN model avoids mis-segmentation of shadows
and occluded head region, giving the best segmentation performance.
To further demonstrate the power of semi-supervised learning in our proposed
SPN, we experiment with a video-level SSL setting: we randomly choose a certain
number of training videos and remove ALL annotations from those videos. This
setting is more stringent than the one used in [11], which showed promising
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results with a frame-level SSL setting: they removed labels of some frames in
each video but all training video are still partially labeled. For our experiment
using the video-level SSL, we compare the performances of the [SPN w/o SSL]
and the full SPN models when only keeping labeled frames in 7 training videos
(and using 8 training videos without labels), and when only keeping labels in
5 videos (and using 10 without labels). As shown in Table 1(c), with fewer
annotated videos, the full SPN with SSL clearly shows significant performance
gains (up to 5.63%) than [SPN w/o SSL]. Such results indicate the potential of
SPN under various semi-supervised learning scenarios.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose SiamParseNet, a novel semi-supervised framework for
joint learning of body parsing and label propagation in IMVs toward computer-
assisted GMA. Our proposed SPN exploits a large number of unlabeled frames
in IMVs via adaptive alternative training of different training modes and shows
superior performance under various semi-supervised training settings. Combined
with multi-source inference for testing, SPN not only has great potential in infant
body parsing but can also be easily adapted to other video based segmentation
tasks such as instrument segmentation in surgical videos.
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